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Winners 
and losers
A  volatile  environment  is  structurally  beneficial  to  the  actively  
risk-managed  approaches  that  hedge  funds  follow
By  Ulrich  Keller

NVESTORS navigating the Q4 
2015 macro environment still 
find themselves caught bet-
ween the powerful forces of 
major central bank actions on 
the one hand, and concerns of 
a further slowdown in China 

accompanied by aftershocks of Q3’s glob-
al market volatility on the other. Language 
of the US Federal Reserve’s statement on 
Oct 28 indicated that its unprecedented 
and prolonged zero interest rate policy era 
(aka ZIRP) may come to an end with a first 
rate hike in December. 

Prior to this announcement, the Euro-
pean Central Bank, the People’s Bank of 
China and the Bank of Japan had been 
contemplating more quantitative easing 
to counter the adverse effects of a weaker 
US dollar, anaemic economic growth and 
deflationary pressures. 

Taking a step back, we note that five 
years of policy-induced market behaviour 
have priced many assets to extremes. This 
makes sharp market moves more likely as 
demonstrated in August by global equi-
ties’ volatility (with the VIX volatility index 
hitting a multi-year high of 53 on Aug 24), 
and the earlier April and June interest rate 
moves in developed markets. We believe 
that volatility is here to stay as it signals a 
rebalancing of risk in a structurally more 
exposed and illiquid market. On the other 
hand, the prospect of recession in devel-
oped markets remains muted and geopo-
litical risk appears contained. 

In light of these macro cross-currents, 
we see the following key themes affecting 
hedge funds over the next few months:
 • Banks and other financial intermediar-
ies have reduced their risk inventories. We 
believe fundamental supply/demand pres-
sures may increasingly result in extended 
market moves. This could create trading 
opportunities for both discretionary tactical 
traders and relative value trading.
 • Higher rate levels and somewhat in-
creased volatility in the US. Data depend-
ency has become the de facto model for 
interest rate forecasting. The eventual hike 
should lead to better opportunities in tra-
ditional relative value arbitrage strategies, 
while a fragmented eurozone could lead to 
additional gap moves and potential direc-
tional trading opportunities.
 • Stock dispersion should benefit man-
agers with low-net exposures. Higher dis-
persion allows for better alpha generation 
opportunities from both long and short 
books, while supportive drivers for M&A 
remain present, with volatility providing 
attractive spread levels as entry points.

 • Diminishing liquidity. Tougher regula-
tion, central banks’ immense bond pur-
chase programmes via quantitative easing, 
and record one-way traffic into bonds by 
investors have led to diminishing liquidity, 
which may fuel episodic spikes in volatility.

So how does one construct a portfolio 
from these views?

First, we are constructive on low-net 
and opportunistic strategies in long/short 
equity that maintain a liquid profile. While 
fundamental hedge fund managers were 
not immune to the volatility that rolled 
through the markets in August and Sep-
tember, their lower beta was helpful. Low-
net managers in particular can protect 
capital better than long-biased strategies 
in the event of broad market corrections. 
We continue to prefer concentrated portfo-
lios in this space expressed through healthy 
levels of gross exposure. 

The HFRX hedge indices (see Table) 
illustrate this lower beta advantage repre-
sented by the Equity Hedge and the Equity 
Market Neutral indices (the indices rep-
resent an average of hedge funds’ perfor-
mance). 

We have observed that dispersion in 
developed markets (volatility-adjusted) 
has increased while correlations have re-
mained range-bound. These two dynamics 
should create a favourable long and short 
stock-picking environment. Opportunistic 
managers with a global orientation should 
be well-equipped to take advantage of re-

gional and sector dispersion. 
Second, fundamentals remain robust 

for event driven strategies as the market 
backdrop is still supportive of activists, 
mergers and acquisitions, and special situ-
ations. However, managers may experi-
ence meaningful performance drawdowns 
during a broad downturn and potential 
crowding in specific deals. 

Third, when the Fed eventually hikes, 
we can expect increased volatility in fixed 
income arbitrage that could lead to oppor-
tunities in traditional arbitrage strategies. 
In fact, we see a bifurcated environment 
for relative value (RV): We are bearish on 
the risk-adjusted return prospects for long-
biased strategies, but support market neu-
tral and long premium strategies such as 
those focused on fixed income RV, multi-
strategy, and corporate arbitrage. These 
less directional strategies that benefit 
from higher volatility include convertibles, 
quant equities, and volatility arbitrage. 

Quant equity managers have exhib-
ited the ability to manage macro-driven 
momentum and factor reversals (for exam-
ple, value versus momentum) in recent 
years, showing more immunity to market 
factor rotations. Investors should, however, 
control exposure to corporate credit long/
short and mortgages strategies, keeping a 
close eye on liquidity. (see Chart)

Fourth, we expect that in macro strat-
egies, dispersion and decorrelation across 
economic blocks and geographies will cre-

ate inefficiencies as growth and policies 
diverge that managers can exploit. Here 
too, the eventual Fed rate hike improves 
the success of duration and macro trad-
ing as these powerful policy and economic 
forces move markets.

The commodity market is having its 
fifth consecutive down year, aggravated by 
continued US dollar strength. Oversupply 
has become a commodity-specific story; 
this makes for a challenging environment 
for long-biased managers, but may present 
opportunities for nimble sector specialists 
without directional bias. Recent market 
reversals were difficult for trend followers 
in the managed futures space. We have 
been – and remain – neutral on trend fol-
lowers while staying constructive on short-
term multi-strategy managers.

In light of all this, we favour a balanced 
approach in the tactical trading space, 
combining systematic and discretionary 
methodologies. For fundamental strate-
gies, we are constructive on specialists 
in long/short equity such as low-net and 
opportunistic strategies. In relative value, 
we like quant equities, corporate arbitrage 
and volatility arbitrage. 

We note that a key factor in today’s 
markets is the significant reduction in fixed 
income market liquidity (reduction in mar-
ket depth, wider bid-ask spread, etc) due 
to shrinkage of bank balance sheets (and 
reduction in the number of primary deal-
ers), which are contributing to the end of 
a structural low-volatility regime. In our 
view, the more volatile environment is 
structurally beneficial to the actively risk-
managed approaches that hedge funds 
follow. Looking at hedge funds’ outper-
formance relative to traditional markets in 
2015, we believe this dynamic will persist in 
the months to come. ■        W
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Hedge funds’ lower beta protects capital during market drawdowns

Source: Credit Suisse and Bloomberg
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